Drone Records Mailorder-Newsflash  November 2009

Dear Droners & Lovers of thee UN-LIMITED music!
Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for November 2009, the 8th "Newsflash"-update this year!

In this update list you find TWO incredible LP-boxes from NURSE WITH WOUND, right in time to the 30th anniversary of this "band". Probably WW are the only project from the "experimental" sound world at this time who can have TWO of such releases in ONE month. Congratulations! Act fast if interested! Of course, there's always much more to mention, be it the amazing fieldbox from DRONAIMENT, a new album by Finnish ARKTAU EOS, or lots of incredible first listings from ARANOS, the new RADIGUE, O'ROURKE, DUNCAN, SAVAGE REPUBLIC-releases, and excellent stuff from maybe not so well known acts like WICKED MESSENGER, AKATOMBIO, RINUS VAN ALEBEEK, ACHELOO, BIONULOR, etc. etc.
We hope you have the time, energy, money, etc. to check it all out !

As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de
All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de

PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot!
BUILD DREAMACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!
with best drones from
BaraKa[H]

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>RELEASE-INFO</th>
<th>WHAT'S NEW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ACHELOO - Cycle</td>
<td>CD-R Sideral Blakk SBK004 2009 ambient-newcomer from Italy with excellent album (self-released), using lots of beautiful guitar sounds &amp; drones; comes in DVD-box with handmade inlay &amp; diverse photos, lim./num. 100 copies</td>
<td>Euro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ARKATOMBO - Unconfirmed Reports</td>
<td>CD + DVD-R Hand-Held Recordings HHR01 2009 rhythmic drone industrial trance, dark &amp; brooding; 2nd album (after the debut on SWIM) from this Scottish/Japanese project; lim./numb. 500 copies in oversized envelope with two art print inlays &amp; bonus DVD-R with three films; highly recommended if you like really challenging rhythmic stuff!!</td>
<td>12.00 <a href="http://www.myspace.com/akatombobohiroshima">www.myspace.com/akatombobohiroshima</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>AKIYAMA, TETUZI &amp; GUL3 - Nero's Expedition</td>
<td>LP Monotype Records nonoLP001 2009 lim. 250, multicoloured / recycled silk-screen covers, each one unique</td>
<td>22.00 <a href="http://www.monotyperecords.com">www.monotyperecords.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ALVA NROTO - Xerox</td>
<td>Vol. 2 do-LP Raster-Noton R-N 103-2 3rd second volume, using samples of STEPHEN O'MALLEY, MICHAEL NYMAN, R. SAKAMOTO; limited vinyl version (gatefold-cover)</td>
<td>18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>AMBER ASYLUM - Bitter River</td>
<td>CD Profound Lore Records PFL-046 2009 darkest and most devastating album they did so far; &quot;for fans of: ARVO PET, ANGELO BADALAMENTI, ENNIO MORRICONE, COIL, SUENN O&quot;), BOHREN &amp; CLUB OF GORE&quot; says the sticker 13.00 <a href="http://www.profoundlorellorecords.com">www.profoundlorellorecords.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ARANOS - Alone Vimalakirti Blinks</td>
<td>CD-R Pieros 013CD 2008 &quot;Message is: do not bother dreaming about promised land, work thee not in a silly factory making somebody else rich, have a nice picnic, include a vintage bike if you like&quot; - comes with special cover (full colour)</td>
<td>12,00 <a href="http://www.brainwashed.com/aranos">www.brainwashed.com/aranos</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ARANOS - Koryak Mistress stakes Golden Sky</td>
<td>CD-R Pieros 011CD 2008 one-tracker with a concerto for 3 double basses, 4 violins, viola, zither, etc., expect the unusual (as usual) when listening to an ARANOS work ! 11,50 <a href="http://www.brainwashed.com/aranos">www.brainwashed.com/aranos</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>ARANOS - Samadhi</td>
<td>CD-R Pieros 012CD 2008 meditative work for 6 tibetan singing bowls &amp; one large shakuhachi; spec. handmade cover</td>
<td>12,00 <a href="http://www.brainwashed.com/aranos">www.brainwashed.com/aranos</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ARANOS - Surrounding by Hermits</td>
<td>CD-R Pieros 014CD 2009 electro-acoustic piece in 16 sections; &quot;amazing hand-made wood &amp; hessian case, each one unique 12,00 <a href="http://www.brainwashed.com/aranos">www.brainwashed.com/aranos</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>ARANOS - Throbbing Clearances</td>
<td>CD-R Pieros 006CD 2005 special handmade / coloured / printed / shaped cardboard cover; back in stock better priced 11,50 <a href="http://www.brainwashed.com/aranos">www.brainwashed.com/aranos</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>ARKTAU EOS - Ai Ma Ra</td>
<td>do-CR Aural Hypnox [AH103] 2009 third album by this Finnish ritual/dark ambient duo; &quot;ethnography of the Unknown in action&quot;; ltd. 1000 in handcrafted dark cardboard-cover incl.8-page booklet, very nice, 16.00 <a href="http://www.auralhypnox.com">www.auralhypnox.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ASTRO &amp; SUDDEN INFANT - Berlin Problem Child</td>
<td>7&quot; Psych.KG 025 2009 lim. 155 copies / has an extra handmade outer sleeve 10.00 <a href="http://www.mndr.de">www.mndr.de</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ASTRO / HIROSHI HASEGAWA</td>
<td>Blood Relationship CD-R Sick Art Products SAP 19 2008 live Oct. 2007 Tokyo; ASTRO with HASEGAWA from C.C.C.C ! ; lim. /numb. 100 in riveted fake-leather cover 10,00 <a href="http://www.myspace.com/bionulor/figure/983993527">www.myspace.com/bionulor/figure/983993527</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>BORIS - Japanese Heavy Rock Hits v1</td>
<td>7&quot; Southern Lord LORD108 2009 lim. 500 / cover design by Stephen O'Malley 7.00 <a href="http://www.southernlord.com">www.southernlord.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>BRB - VOICECOIL</td>
<td>In Damascus they are marked by the Teeth CD-R MUZZEDIA VERHEAD MV012 2009 experimental ambience performed on concrete objects; reminders on SMALL CRUEL PARTY; etc.</td>
<td>16.00 <a href="http://www.vanceforms.com">www.vanceforms.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de

PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot!
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discover! lim. 100,00

24 BUTCHER, JOHN - Resonant Spaces CD Confront 17 2009 location recordings from Scotland & Saxophones by JOHN BUTCHER, highly praised album, comes with 20 page booklet 13,00

25 CARPARES, OLIVER & BUTCHER, JOHN - LES BACONNETS & Equus CD Nurmia Prog. 21052-2 2009 realized at VRA GRM in Paris, using many voicequotes from different people in a fascinating way, " Equus guides us through human memory and history"; very captivating & opening up an intermediate reality 12,50 www.pogus.com

26 CELER - Brittle CD Low Point LP028 2009 one-tracker 74 min; another fine example of what they call "Room Music" 12,00 www.low-point.com

27 CELER - The Everything and the Nothing CD Infraction Records INFX 036 2009 "Outakes and Ephemera from the Discourses of the Withered"; 71 min in 13 parts of material of the wonderful ambient duo, based on the bonus disc that came with the first 100 copies of "Discourses of the Withered" (INFX028) 13,00 www.infractionrecords.com

28 CHALK, ANDREW & DAISUKE SUZUKI - In Faxfleet Clouds uplifted Autumn gave Passage to kind Nature mLP Faraway Press FP17 2009 musique concrete work from 2001/2002 realized at INA GRM in Paris, using many voicequotes from different people in a fascinating way, "Equus guides us through human memory and history"; very captivating & opening up an intermediate reality 12,50 www.pogus.com

29 CHEER ACCIDENT - Introducing Lemon do-LP & CD Skin Graft Records GR71LP 2004 vinyl edition of the ninth album from this Chicago-band; produced by STEVE ALBINI 15,00 www.skingraftrecords.com

30 CEPHIN - Stages CD Black Orchid Productions # 55 2007 "This is a sonic interpretation of the stages of grief". great abstract electronic / ambient slightly touched by industrial noise. 7 tracks / 51 minutes 7,00 www.blackorchid.host.es

31 CURRENT 93 - How he loved the Moon (Moonsongs for Jhonn Balance) special edition!! do-LP & pic-7" Beta-Lactam Ring Records mt093 2005 we got ONE NEW copy of this lim. 200 edition with bonus pic-7", LPs on red vinyl, in red cloth-bag; condition M, still new & unplayed!! 100,00 www.blrrecords.com

32 DAUBY, YANNICK / WAN-SHUEN TSAI (SHEJINGREN) - Village, Bustle @ BOOG & CD Le Collombier 2009 small full colour art-book, 144pages, & CD; pictures from villages & abandoned houses in France & Taiwan, texts in French & Chinese Mandarin. Very beautiful & poetic 20,00 www.kalerner.net/shejingren


34 DISSECTING TABLE / KOMMISSAR HJULER - JA - Nein LP Domestic Violence Recordings DVR 05 2009 lim. 150 in totally handmade covers (handpainted on alu-foil, with cork insert) made by mentally handicapped children (or was it HJULER HIMSELF?) 35,00 www.psych-kg.de

35 DRONAEMENT - Fieldbox 3 x CDR BOX Fieldmuzick fm.003 2009 finally a new full-length release by this great East-German ambient/drone project; 3 professionally duplicated CDRs in a special silkscreened metal box with two full-colour booklets, up to 5 different photos and stickers! Lim. 50 copies 25,00 www.fieldmuzick.net / http://dronaement.nauzemuzick.net

36 DUNCAN, JOHN - The Nacza Transmissions CD Sirr Records SIRR 0032 2009 great new album by the Australian microsound / drone composer 15,00 www.sirr-ecords.com

37 ENGLISH, LAWRENCE - It's up to us to live CD Hands D129 2009 ESPLENDOR GEOMETRICO offshoot with powerful (non-rhythmic but very pulsing) ambient industrial, very analogue-electronic 15,00 www.handsproductions.com

38 EINSTÜRZENDE NEUBAUTEN - Elektrokohle (von wegen) DVD Good Movies / Neue Visionen 2009 documentation film about the very first NEUBAUTEN-show in East Berlin after the fall of the wall, 21. December 1989; dolby digital, 2.0, german language, english subtitles 20,00

39 EMPUSAE - Mortusae - Hands CD Hands Production B35 2009 new & rare material from this side-project of THIS MORN' ORIMA 21,00 www.handsproductions.com

40 ENGLAND, LAWRENCE - It's up to us to live CD Sirr Records SIRR 0032 2009 great new album by the Australian microsound / drone composer 15,00 www.handsproductions.com

41 FEAR FALLS BURNING - Once we all walk through solid objects 5 x LP-SET Tonefloat TF35 2009 source material by FFB performed by 10 artists (one per LP-side): BASS COMMUNION, FINAL (Justin Broadrick / JESU), FREIBAND, HARVESTMAN (Steve von Till / NEUROSIS), BIRCHVILLE CAT MOTEL, BYLA, AIDAN BAKER, JOHANNES PERSSON, JEFFRE CANTU-LEDESMA (of TARENTEL), STEFANO PILIA. Lim. 500, pressed on clear 180gr vinyl, sealed copies. back in stock very few !!! 65,00 www.tonefloat.com

42 FORDELL RESEARCH UNIT / CULVER - split 10" + CDR Humble Hues Through Autumnal Sky 2009 nice split release by the British experimental project & the Scottish ambient act! Lim. 100 copies, handmade cover w. photo stucked on it, inlay, and bonus CDR (artwork by PETE BURN / R.Y.N.) 12,50

43 FREIBAND & MACHINEFABRIEK - OAHU CD Low Point LP019 2008 collaboration based on a 90 second lapsteel release with a very interesting concept 12,00 www.low-point.com

44 GITHAE / GARETH / TAIGA REMAINS - High Tension / Pantomime Bodies 10" Low Point LP020 2008 lim. 300 / packed in a heavyweight antique green paper sleeve 10,00 www.low-point.com

45 GOH, LEE KWANG - Inne Freuden CD Akademie Schloss Solitude Stuttgart / Herbal Records 2004 solo improvement with prepared stereo dji mixer 13,00

46 GROUPER - Cover the Windows and the Walls CD & object Ant-Zen act239.1 2009 special edition: 20 x 20 x 2.5 cm woodbox with laser engravings & wood ornaments inside; incredible object !!! 55,00 www.ant-zen.com

47 HRSTA - Stem Stem in Electro CD Constellation Records CST 036 2005 second album by this group from Montreal with GODSPEED-members. oversized cover 15,00 www.cstrecords.com

48 HAARE - Aquarian Darkness 7" Hellville hbr:020 2009 new 7" for the Finnish noise project with no great low-fi drone tracks, comes on a new Berlin-based label; lim. /numb. 110 copies, full colour design, & sticker 6,50

49 HAMAYOKO - SHASO - Train Window LP En trance 68 2009 lim. 250,00 www.entran ce.co.uk

50 HAMILTON, TOM - Local Customs CD Mutabalemusic 17533-2 2009 composition based on an "electronic harmony generator" playing endless sequences of chords; sounds of synthesizers are combined with an ensemble using flute, clarinet, trombone, contrabass, percussion; quite interesting "strange" ambience is created, with instrumental "jazzy" elements 13,00 www.mutabalemusic.com

51 HAPPSBRAGANZA - Hatching CD Idiosyncratix Records icdo 003 2009 microsound / field forecasting/drone with lots of beauty inside; one-tracker 12,00 www.idiosyncratix.net

52 HARDWICK, GARETH & MACHINEFABRIEK - Lost in the Memory / Bathylene (Part 2 & 3) LP Low Point LP014 2007 lim. 450 copies / clear vinyl 25,00 www.low-point.com

53 Hotta, TAMOSHITA - Frequent Visitor 10" Low Point LP032 2008 lim. 150 in a hard cardboard cover 10,00 www.low-point.com

54 HOSOBE, HIDEYUKI - TRIPPER CD & object Ant-Zen act239.1 2009 special edition: 20 x 20 x 2.5 cm woodbox with laser engravings & wood ornaments inside; incredible object !!! 55,00 www.ant-zen.com

55 JARMAN, DEREK - In Conversation, 1979-80 MC The Tapeworm TTT#06 2009 DEREK JARMAN in conversation with RICHARD TORRY, recorded in Soho, 1979-1980; lim. 250 copies MC only release 8,00
60 JARMIN, DEREK / THROBBING GRISTLE - In the Shadow of the Sun DVD Industrial Music 2009 DVD re-issue of the great film from 1980 - a true piece of subconscious mastery - with soundtrack by T.G. (62 min) 15.50
61 JESU - Opiate Sun CD-EP Caldo Verde CDCV009 2009 new 4-track EP by the master of shoegazer-(drone)-metal. On the label of MARK KOZELEK (RED HOUSE PAINTERS) !! 12.00 www.calдовердеrecords.com
62 JOHANNSSON, JOHANN - Englaga LP Touch TO:52 LP 2009 limited vinyl re-issue (nice gatefold-cover) of the album from 2002 15.00 www.touchmusic.org.uk
63 KAM HASSAK - This Forest LP Dokuro DK011 2008 droning archaic industrial from Italy, lim. / numb. 100, one-sided LP, silk-screened cover; praised by Frans de Waard: "A monster that lives below the surface of the earth which howl was picked up during an earthquake" 12.00 www.dокuro.it
64 KAPPELRIETTE - A Krautfilmerin mCD-R Domestic Violence Recordings DVR 04 2009 lim./numm. 33 copies in mini-DVD box; comes with little vinyl-piece inside 9.00 www.psych-k.de
67 LILES, ANDREW - Ouarda (The subtle Art of...) CD / DVD Dirter Promotions DPROM022 2009 features. DANIELLE DAX, ANGELA VAY, ROSE MC DOWALL, KARL BLAKE, EDWARD KA-SPEL; this is a "dualdisc", the DVD-side has a film with music by COLIN POTTER and a film by LILES, and FREIDA ABTAN remixes 16.00 www.dirter.co.uk
68 LLOYD, DALE - Akasha_for Record pic-LP Elevator Bath eaooa028 2009 new release in the nice "graphic / sound" interaction picture-disc series; lim. 216 copies; first release from DALE LLOYD in three years 17.50 (www.elevatorbath.com)
69 LTT. CARAMEL / KOMMISSAR HJULER UND FRAU - Und am siebenten Tag besahen sich Votzegott und Votzefrau ihre Schöpfung: LP Staalplaat #7 2009 collaboration & split (3 pieces) by the Italian ambient-musician (now residing in Berlin like everyone) with this collaborative from Sydney, Australia; this re-issue has diverse bonus-tracks (remixes, alternate versions); mid-price 10.00 www.staalplaat.com
70 LUNDVALL, TOR - Sleeping and Hiding LP DAIS Records 007 2009 lim. / numb. 500, full colour cover with metallic embossing 16.00 www.daisrecords.com
71 LUSTFRONTE - Beyond CD Vaultworks J3 2009 "Now I am Become Death, the destroyer of Worlds"; second album with extended remixes of "OTHER"; lim. T000 15.50 www.southernlord.com
72 MINIMAL COMPACT - Deadly Weapons CD Crammed Discs CRAM 106 2003 re-issue of this classic & maybe most experimental album (1984) by the great "Post New Wave with Eastern influences" band from Israel; this re-issue has diverse bonus-tracks (remixes, alternate versions); mid-price 10.00 www.crammed.de
73 MIRT - Most - 12" Nefreti N 017 / Cat Sun CATI 2009 very first vinyl release for the Polish label NEFRYT known from many great CDR releases presenting the Polish ambient/drone scene (HATI, ARSZYN, UCHO/OKO, etc.); a long play (24min) by MIRT with subtle prepared field recordings interspersed with a guitar drone sound, clarinet (soundtrack, clarinet), very beautiful and softly hypnotic, comes in full colour cover &liny, lim. ed. 250 copies 12.50 www.mirt.net
74 MOULDCLYFF, PHIL & COLIN POTTER - Trajectories CD-R IC 75 2009 re-worked field recordings from the Pacific; professionally duplicated CDR (full colour), sealed copies 12.00 www.icrdistribution.com
75 MUSLIMGAUZE - Madras Sitar Burner do-LP Staalplaat archive 10099 2009, released by Staalplaat in 2001 (CD only) as MUSLIMM 2009 (long gone), now re-issued on vinyl, lim. 600 22.00 www.staalplaat.com
76 MY CAT IS AN ALIEN / PESTREPELER - Solar Anarchy / As Wolf pic-LP A Silent Place ASP31 2009 MCIAA side recorded live in Cologne 14.12.2006; PESTREPELER is a project from UK with SAVAGE PENCIL (who also did the artwork for their side of the pic LP). 17.00 www.assilentplace.it
77 NURSE WITH WOUND - Chance meeting on a Dissecting Table of a Sewing Machine and an Umbrella do-LP box Dirter Promotions DPROMBX71 2009 re-issue of the very first NWL-PW from 1979 (recorded Sept. 1978) with previously unreleased bonus-track on Side 3 & etching of the front-cover on Side 4; contains also a T-Shirt & pin badge; this box-edition lim./numb. 500 copies (first 250 copies only available directly from the label) 78.00 www.dirter.co.uk
78 NURSE WITH WOUND - Flawed Existence 4 x LP & 10" BOX Vinyl-On-Demand VOD66 2009 collection of early material 1982-1985 pulled from three MC releases, compilation-tracks, live-material from 1984, plus unreleased material from 1983 on the 10"; comes incredible beautiful felt-covered box in red & black with embossed golden letters and contains a big postcard & T-Shirt, lim. 600 108.00 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
79 N(13) - Prora LP Droehnhaus DRH # 7 2009 minimal organic guitar drone ambience, two long pieces by N (member of MULTER); comes w. stamped labels and full-colour inlay 13.50 www.droehnhaus.de
80 O'ROURKE, JIM - The Visitor CD Drag City DC375C 2009 first new solo album since 2001! 13.00 dragcity.com
81 O'ROURKE, JIM - The Visitor LP Drag City DC375 2009 first new solo album since 2001! Vinyl edition in glossy gatefold-cover 15.50 www.dragcity.com
82 O PARADIS - Pequenas Canciones de Amor CD Tourette Records 005 2008 digipack 13.00 www.touretterecords.com
83 O PARADIS / ESCAMA SERRADA - La Corte del Rey Pescador / La Reina esta mala 2 x CD Tourette Records 007/008 2009 numbered ed. 300 with banderole 22.00 www.touretterecords.com
84 OBJETK4 - Work of Ruin mCD-R Black Orchid Productions #5 2004 last copies of this 4-track EP, rec. 2004 6.00 www.blackorchid.host.tk
85 OMASPHERE - Prelude CD Prkosnovenje PRKCO 139 2003 meditative ethno/folk in the way of DEAD CAN DANCE 14.00 www.prkosnovenje.com
86 ORIGAMI ARKIETKA - Nidaros 97 MC Black Orchid Productions #12 1999 recordings from 1997; "cassette including the support gig for Swans and other sessions at that time" 6.00 www.blackorchid.host.sk
87 ORSI, FABIO & SEAWORTHY - Near and Faraway CD Low Point LP026 2009 collaboration & split (3 pieces) with the Italian ambient-musician (now residing in Berlin like everyone) with this collaborative from Sydney, Australia 12.00 www.low-point.com
88 PACIFIC 231 & LIEUTENANT CARAMEL - No Digging the Crazy Art LP Rototilef ROROT015 2009 lim. 250.00 http://rototilef.com
89 PACHONE, ADAM - Dobranoc pic-LP Elevator Bath eaooa029 2009 new release in the nice "graphic / sound" interaction picture-disc series; lim. 268 copies 17.50 www.elevatorbath.com
90 PEYRONNET, CEDRIC + TOY BIZARRE ORCHESTRA - Kdi dctb 216 (DATA#4) CD Ingraves 2009 fourth volume in a new mCD-series by the great French Musique Concrete project, consisting of 12 mCDs released every month until Feb. 2010, based on overviews and data from about 1 m of the Atherton Gardens in the City of Yarra in Melbourne, Australia (to be presented as one entire concert in Melbourne in February 2010). Numbered edition of only 50 copies!! SUBSCRIPTION POSSIBLE! 7.50 www.ingraves.org
91 RADIGUE, ELIANE - Triptych CD Important Records IMPREC260 2009 previously unreleased composition premiered 1978; never seen before archival photos & liner notes in the booklet 13.00 www.importantrecords.com
92 RADIGUE, ELIANE - Vice Versa do-CD Important Records IMPREC259 2009 work from 1970 that was released on reel to reel tape in an edition of just 10 copies; designed to be played forwards & backwards; this re-issue has both versions 14.00 www.importantrecords.com
93 RAPOON - Church Road CD Tantric Harmonies TANTRA X37 2006 standard jewel-case edition / lim. 500 / back in stock last copies ! 13.00
94 RED SPAROWES / MADE OUT OF BABIES / BATTLE OF MICE - Triad CD Neurot Recordings NR044 2006 special priced now 7.50 www.neurotrecordings.com
95 REMOTE VIEWERS - Sinister Heights do-CD Remote Viewers RV 6-7 2009 new 2009 re-issue of this very "free" experimental soundproject around DAVID PETTS, feat. many guests as ADAM BOHMAN, DARREN
TATE, JOHN EDWARDS... 14,00 www.thet remoteweviewers.com
96 RETARDER - Enquiries CD Tourette Records 006 2009 first album from the new project of LLOYD JAMES (NAEVUS) 13,00 www.touretterecords.com
97 ROMERO, DAMIEN - Twins LP Tone Filth TF-40 2007 lim. 500 gatefold cover; pure sound / frequency approach from this US artist also active as SPECULUM FIGHT 20,00 www.tonefilth.org
98 SAVAGE REPUBLIC - Sword Fighter / Taranto!!! 7” A Silent Place AS 2009 two powerful NEW pieces by the legends! Comes in beautiful very special fold out die-cut cover w. silk-screen print; standard edition in BLACK vinyl 9,50 www.asilentplace.it
99 SAVAGE REPUBLIC - Sword Fighter / Taranto!!! (RED vinyl) 7” A Silent Place AS 2009 two powerful NEW pieces by the legends! Comes in beautiful very special fold out die-cut cover w. silk-screen print; first 250 copies are handnumbered and come in RED vinyl 12,50 www.asilentplace.it
100 SCHIMPFLUCH-GRUPPE - Paris Aktionen LP Tochnit Aleph TA090 / Beniffer Editions 2009 Aktion 961123, Aktion 970223, with: RUDOLF EB.ER, HELENA GRETER, DAVE PHILLIPS, DORIS TOMASONI; live action recorded in Paris 1996 & 1997; lim. 500 # 15,00 www.tochnit-aleph.com
101 SHEFFIELD, COLIN ANDREW - Signatures CD Invisible Birds IB002 2009 highly praised new album by this US composer (and person behind ELEVATOR BATH), using solely a turntable, old sampler and portable workstation for these recordings 13,00 www.invisiblebirds.org
102 SHOEMAKER, MATT - The sunken Plethora consumes all CD-R Mystery Sea MS53 2009 lim. / numb. 120 copies with full-colour inkjet print cover 12,00 www.mysterysea.net
103 SMOGMA / KOMMISSAR HUALER UND FRAU - split LP Domestic Violence Recordings DVR-HGA 2 2009 second part in the HUALER/MAMA BAR split LP series with 12 different artist, each LP is limited & numbered to 177 copies with handmade cover; this one is a painting from MAMA BE. SMOGMA has three tracks here, one from 1975 (f), others with JOHN WIESE 23,00 www.mnr.de
105 STELLAMARA - The Goldenthread CD Prkosnovenje PRKCD 135 2009 third album by the ethno-oriental trance project 14,00 www.prkosnovenje.com
106 STORM NO - The Storm EP mCD-R Black Orchid Productions # 57 2007 "natural ambient. slow electronic. acoustic. 4 tracks / 17 minutes" another EP by the Slovakian drone/ambient project, to discover 6,00 www.bloornest.com
107 SUNN O))) - Monoliths & Dimensions do-LP Southern Lord SUNN100 2009 luxus vinyl edition of the 7th studio album; gatefold-cover, 180 gr. vinyl, etc. 29,50 www.southernlord.com
108 SUPERSILENT - 9 CD Rune Grammofon RCD 2002 2009 9th album of this amazing (=always totally improvising but often you don't hear that really) group 14,50 www.runeagrammofon.com
109 SYNAPSCAPE - Again CD Ant-Zen act227 2009 return of the fantastic industrial / trance-techno heroes, once members of the legendary ARS MORIENDI; some tracks with metallized drums sound like SCORN with deranged vocals! 14,00 www.ant-zem.com
110 THE BEAUTIFUL SCHIZOPHRENIC - Erotikon CD Cronica 044 2009 the amazing "romantic" / emotional drone project of JORGE MANTAS; special guests include YUI ONODERA in these recordings, for example 15,00 www.cronicaelectronica.org
111 THOME - Valentine (Lost) Forever CD Heart & Crossbone HCB023 2009 third album by this trio (with RICHARD JOHNSEN, ex SPLINTERED), more song-based & somehow in the cross between COIL, T.G. & CURRENT 93, non-romantic old school industrial with vocals. Includes remix by STEVE SEVERIN (ex SIOUXSEY & THE BANSHEES) 13,00 www.hcb.org
112 THIS MORN'OMINA - Momentum of Singular Clarity CD Anti-Zen act232 2009 14,00 www.ant-zem.com
113 TONIUUTTI, GIANCARLO - Early Tapes Period 3 x LP & 10” Box Vinyl-On-Demand VOD68 2009 re-issue of three old MCs (which appeared in tiny editions): "Wechselwirkung", "Metanarkosis" and "Das Transmigration" from a 10” previously unpublished material (1981-1983), comes with extensive booklet 57,50 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
114 VAN ALEBEEK, RINUS - Poets in Exile MC no label / self-released 2009 The dutch poet & "raw" field recording artist, currently living in Berlin; re-mix of the original "Poets in Exile" tapes, which were released in an edition of 20 copies (each tape contained different / unique material), now issued in an edition of only 5 copies especially made for Drone Records with ultra-handmade cover (each credit info has been typed by an old typewriter by hand)!!; act fast if interested! 6,50 www.rabbitvanelebreek.com
115 VERTONEN - We had a few Sprinkles today, but not enough to help out in the Garden CD CIPCD23 2009 5th album of this remarkable experimental project from US, *reassessing the idea of brainwashing* 12,50 www.cipsite.net
116 VIDNA OBMANA - 1984-1986 [Testament of Tape] 3 x LP-Box Vinyl-On-Demand VOD65 2009 earliest material from his "Industrial-phase" rec. 1984-1986; previously unreleased or from the very early MC-only releases! Lima. 477 copies (only 177 for shops); black box with silver silkscreen print 46,50 www.vinyl-on-demand.com
117 VOIGT, WOLFGANG - GAS BOOK & CD Raster-Noton RASTER 102 2009 impressive (128page, art-book sized) book with visuals from the GAS-project; plus CD with previously unreleased material 33,50 www.raster-noton.com
118 V.A. - Neurot Recorders CD + DVD Neurot Recordings NR032 2004 the ultimate compilation from San Francisco's cult label NEUROT REC., has many previously unreleased tracks, DVD clips, etc. by NEUROSIS, OXBOw, GRAILS, LOTUS EATERS, ISIS, ZENI GEVA, TARENTEL, HOUSE OF LOW CULTURE, etc etc now for very low price! 17,50 www.neurotrecordings.com
119 V.A. - Zelphabet Vol. H CD Zelphabet 2009 eighth part of this crazy compilation-project, Volume H feat: HANATARASH, HALALCHEMISTS, HATERS, HOWARD STELZER 11,00 www.zelphabet.com
120 WICKED MESSENGER - The River disappeared sideways CD Plague Recordings PLAGUE 005 2007 very promising new monumental/ritual drone project from Germany; first real CD after some CDRs... 12,00 www.plaguecordings.com
121 WICKED MESSENGER - Vision Rites and Techniques of Ecstasy CD Plague Recordings PLAGUE 010 2009 very promising new monumental/ritual drone project from Germany; highly recommended if you like dark ritual stuff as HALO MANASH, YEN POX, INADE... 13,00 www.plaguecordings.com
122 ZEALLEY, ANDREW - Themes & Variations LP Tourette Records 009 2009 lim. 300 22,00 www.touretterecords.com

Drone Records Mailorder-Newsflash  December 2009

Dear Droners & Lovers of thee UN-LIMITED music!

Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for December 2009; the 9th & last "Newsflash"-update this year!

Own-label announcements: At this very moment finally three new Drone EPs are fabricated, we hope to have them ready before the end of the year. Pre-order now!:

DR-96 AUN - Utica 7” (Canada; harmonic distortion-drones of a higher beauty; the rising drone-star from the active Montreal-scene; white vinyl)

DR-97 CTEPHIN - DUAD 7” (USA; a whole drone-family (incl. 7 children) from the Great Plains doing bizarre & lovely ambient noise; comes on golden vinyl)

DR-98 MANACHELOPHICS - Masking My Monkeys 7” (Germany; a trio working on dark guitarish & very filmic sound drons, "thick atmospheric darkness" at its best. dark blue vinyl)

We still believe that the world needs this music, as a kind of sphere of total opposite or otherness to the popular brainwash music culture of our times (though not sure if "our" music needs THIS WORLD as it is). Aesthetic Drone-bombs for your mind!
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. ALL NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de

PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot!

BUILD DREAMMACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!

with best drones from BaraKa[H]

NR. - TITLE - FORMAT - LABEL & CAT-NR - REL.-YEAR? - EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS - PRICE - MORE INFO WWW / SOUND SAMPLES

1 ALLSEITS - HEL CD Cyclic Law 23rd Circle 2009 debut album for the "alter ego" project of ALL SIDES, more dark & droney exploring here the Northern mythological Otherworld; comes in the typical oversized cardboard gatefold sleeve C.L. is known for 13,00 www.cycliclaw.com

2 APSE - Climb up do-LP ATD Recordings ATPRLP34 2009 lim. vinyl version 17,50 www.atpfestival.com/recording.php

3 APSE - Climb up CD ATD Recordings ATPRCD34 2009 new album by this "experimental post rock" band known for the excellent LP on Equation 15,50 www.atpfestival.com/recording.php

4 ARC - The Circle is not Round CD A Silent Place ASP02 2005 first real CD-album for the band-project with Aidan Baker; fantastic polymorph drone-spheres ! few copies back in stock 14,50 www.smallvoices.it

5 ASTRAL SOCIAL CLUB - Sieben Stax CD Bottrop Boy B-BOY 034 2008 "intergalactic-trance music of the highest order"; the project of Neil Campbell 12,50 www.bottrop-boy.com

6 ATARAXIA - Oil on Canvas CD & BOOK Ultra Mail Prod. UMP-005 2009 beautiful edition with 96p. hardcover book (14.5 x 14.5 cm) feat. photos & lyrics & box & postcards, lim. 800; a kind of "best of" and jubilee edition with unreleased material; a true beauty and collectors item! 23,50

7 AUF ABWEGEN Nr. 30 mag AUF Abwegen 2000 MERZBZW, KARKOWSKI, KIM CASCON, EXTREME RECORDS, SIGMA, SONS OF GOD, etc. LAST COPIES for SPECIAL PRICE !! 2,00 www.aufabwegen.com

8 AUF ABWEGEN Nr. 31 mag AUF Abwegen 2001 SKINNY PUPPY, MATMOS, KANTE, MARC ALMOND, etc. SPECIAL OFFER, LASTCOPIES ! 12,00 www.aufabwegen.com

9 BAD ALCHEMY - No. 64 (November 2009) mag Bad Alchemy 2009 Heidi in Woodstock: Das Hendrix Project beim Hafensommer; Rattis Friezz Rattis Friezz - Freakparade Festival 2009; Freakshows: More Stories to tell - Brewed By Noon, Ulla Ulla Ulla!! - Magnus Fra Gaarderen, Squirely Dragons - Dr. Umezui Kiki Band; Upsilon Acruix live; Circulassion Totale Orchestra; Dream/Action Unit; Present; Q-tone; Trespassers W; Walter & Sabrina; 40 Jahre ECM; Leyland Rothkamm; 88 Seiten Over Jazz Under Pink Outer Beats & Bruits Secrets galoer." 3,00 www.badalchmy.de

10 BAKER, AIDAN - Blue Figures CD Basses Frequences BFZ0 2009 two live-sets recorded spring 2009, "Figures" and "Blue Gathering" 13,00 www.bassesfrequences.org

11 BARRIKAD / GOVERNMENT ALPHA - Daydreaming mCDR-box L.White LW-055 2009 Swedish-Japanese Noise collaboration by two of the more interesting projects currently active. lim. 200 in box 8,00

12 BEAK> (same) CD Invada INV100CD 2009 debut album by GEOF BARROWs (member & producer of PORTISHEAD) project, has been compared to SUNN O))), STEREOLAB, MOUSE ON MARS, TORTOISE & FAUST ! 13,00

13 BEAK> (same) do-LP Invada INV100LP 2009 vinyl version € 21,00

14 BIANCHI, MAURIZIO (M.B.) - Ludium CD Silentes Minimal Editions SME1033 2009 one-tracker build on processed piano material 13,00 www.silentes.net

15 BIANCHI, MAURIZIO (M.B.) & CRAIG HILTON - PU94 CD Silentes Minimal Editions SME0926 2009 re-issue of deleted collab-CDR from 2007 13,00 www.silentes.net

16 BIANCHI, MAURIZIO (M.B.) & CRIA CUERVOS - Azazel CD Silentes Minimal Editions SME0928 2009 13,00 www.silentes.net

17 BIANCHI, MAURIZIO (M.B.) & MAOR APPELBAUM - Mene Tegel Farsin CD Silentes Minimal Editions SME1034 2009 13,00 www.silentes.net

18 BIG CITY ORCHESTRA - Probe CD-R Black Orchid Productions # 53 2006 74 minutes of unique obscurism-drones & noises by DAS & his friends (here: NINAH PIXIE, CLIFF NEIGHBOURS, JESSE BURSON, MELISSA KINOSI); perfect sounds for a new programming of your brain! 7,00 www.blackorchid.host.sk

19 BLACK - Nr. 50 (Herbst 2009) mag Black Magazine 2009 PETER CHRISTOPHERSON-Interview, INADE, GOLGATHA, IN GOWAN RING, NOVY SVEIT, etc., german language 4,00

20 BLACK TO COMM - Wave UFO do-7“ Dekorder 038 2009 lim. 200 with a full colour collage poster-cover 12,50 www.dekorder.com

21 BLOOD STEREO - The Magnetic Headache CD Bottrop Boy B-BOY 035 2008 project of KAREN CONSTANCE & DYLAN NYOUKIS (PRICK DECAY, etc) from UK; first real ("fabric pressed") CD release with a kind of unsettling "strange" folk-ambience; weird & wonderful & not too far from the likes as BIG CITY ORCHESTRA or CEPHEIN 12,50 www.bottrop-boy.com

22 BLOUENACK - The Fallen Host Denovali 2009 emotional post-rock (partly instrumental, partly with vocals) that has been compared to MOGWAI, ELBOW, SIGUR ROS 14,50 www.denovali.com

23 BRUME - After the Battle CD EE Tapes EE18 2009 new material! lim. 300, silk-screened 7“ cover, includes sheet with complete BRUME-discography! 13,00 www.eetapes.be

24 BLUENECK - The Fallen Host Denovali 2009 emotional post-rock (partly instrumental, partly with vocals) that has been compared to MOGWAI, ELBOW, SIGUR ROS 14,50 www.denovali.com

25 CELER - In Escaping Lakes CD SlowFlow Records WW1001 2009 first release on a new label from Japan; a fabulous one-tracker with melancholic drone-beauty from the archives of the sadly disbanded US duo 12,50 http://slowflowrecs.web.fc2.com/index.html

26 CITIES LAST BROADCAST - The Cancelled Earth CD Cyclic Law 21th Circle 2009 new project of KAMMARHEIT-member, based essentially on field recordings from various abandoned places; lim. 100 in the typical awesome Cyclic Law design 14,00 www.cycliclaw.com

27 CORÉNE, FRÉDÉRIK & TIMO VAN LUIJK - Voile au Vent LP La Scie Doree SCIE 709 2009 lim. 400 / new collab work by the ONDE / AF URSDIN / IN CAMERA-member with the (unknown to us) FRÉDÉRIK CORÉNE; minimal piano improvisations 15,50 www.lasciedoree.be


29 DIE SEE BAND - bearbeitet KOMMISSAR HJULER UND FRAU CD-R Der Schöne Hüller-Memorial Fond SHMF-019-DSB 2009 remix of the ultra-rare "Die Antzipation des Generalized Other" 10“CDR (SHMF-019) by this obscure German "arte poevera" anti-muzak trio; comes in handmade DIN A4 cover, limited & numbered edition of 11 copies! 10,00 www.asylum-lunaticum.de

30 DIE TÖDLICHE DORIS - Musiken (I-IV) do-7“ Squoogde Records 17.63 2009 4 unreleased tracks from 1993 !! Silkscreened cardboard-box, signed & stamped by WOLFGANG M LER, lim. 333 copies 16,00
33 DO MAKE SAY THINK - Other Truths LP + CD Constellation Records CST 062-1 2009 sixth album of this instrumental avant/post-rock/whatever ensemble; lim vinyl edition with poster & CD-copy 19,50
34 EITZEL, MARK - Klimath CD Decor Records decor020cd 2009 CD for the AMERICAN MUSIC CLUB singer since 2001 16,00
35 ELEH / NANA APRIL JUN - Observations LP Touch Tone 39 2009 15,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk
36 EMERGE - Retebitive Disrupt mCD-R Attenuation Circuit AC 2009 6th album of this instrumental avant/post-rock/whatever ensemble; lim vinyl edition with poster & CD-copy 6,00
38 ENO / MOEBIUS / ROEDELIUS - After the Heat LP Bureau B BB030 2009 re-issue of album from 1978 (Sky Records) 17,50 www.bureau-b.com
39 F-SPACE - Bleeding Rays of Dawn CD Mobilization MOB555 2009 new album from the band-project with SCOT JENERIK, ETHAN FORT (SAVAGE REPUBLIC), and ALEPH KALI (CHROME). Four long tracks; dark & monumental noise-rock with folk-influences & excessive poly-rhythmic passages 13,00 www.mobilization.com
40 FAUST - IV LP Virgin Records V 2004LP 2009 limited re-issue with original artwork & 180g vinyl &; fourth album originally released in 1973 18,50
41 FINAL & FEAR FALLS BURNING - same LP Conspiracy Records CORELP85 2009 exciting collaboration between the two guitar-droners BROADRICK & DIRK SERRIES - coming from different angles (post-industrial ambiences & industrial metal) meeting in DRONE spheres. lim. 500 16,00 www.conspiracyrecords.com
42 FULLER, COREY - Seas Between CD-R Dragon's Eye Recordings de005 2009 ed. of 250 copies, professional design; slow instrumental ambience with an experimental & surrealistic edge, recommended !! 10,00 www.dragonseyerecordings.com
43 GAMIL, SOLIMAN - L'Art du Qanun Egyptien Arion ARN 60744 2007 re-issue of an LP from 1982; SOLIMAN GAMIL on the Qanun-Zither performing together with the Egyptian Folk Music Ensemble; incl. booklet with liner notes on French & English 13,00 www.arion-music.com
44 GLOBAL SYSTEMS SILENTLY MOVING - Altering the Air CD Silentologie CD 200614 2007 electronic / technoid trance recorded in Detroit 1996, from a somehow anonymous project 12,00 www.silentologie.com
45 HALL OF MIRRORS - Forgotten Realm CD Silentaciones SME0927 2009 second album by this project consisting of NIMH & AMON, feat. SUBINTERIOR & UR 13,00 www.silentaciones.net
46 HARMONIA - Live 1974 LP + CD Virgin Records VLP-145 2009 re-issue of album from 1974; previously unreleased recordings from 1974! HARMONIA was MICHAEL ROTHER, DIETER MOEBIUS & HANS-JOACHIM ROEDELIUS (NEU!, ex KRAFTWERK, CLUSTER) 14,00 www.groenland.com
47 HATERS - In the Shade of Fire CD Hans Records HN206 2009 re-issue of the (almost legendary) very first HATERS LP from 1986 (SILENT RECORDS); 10 wonderful examples of "Destroyed Music" 13,00 www.hansrecs.net
48 IRISARRI, RAFAEL ANTON - Daydreaming LP Miasmah Recordings MIALP004 2009 vinyl-version of the album from 2007 with introspective ambience of the softest / nicest kind 15,50
49 ISIS - Oceanic Remixes / Interpretations do-CD Hydreada Industries HH86-83-2 2005 CD-version of the four 12"es with ISIS-remixes, from: FENNESZ, THOMAS K ER, JAMES PLOTKIN, HECKER, JK BROADRICK, VENETIAN SNARES, MIKE PATTON, etc. BACK IN STOCK; BETTER PRICED ! 16,50 www.hydreada.com
50 JOSIP - Opati Sun 12" Caldo Verde Records / Aural Explosions AELP002 2009 4-TRACK MAXI 45RPM; great droney atmospheric "shoegazer metal", perfect for early mornings, has a stunning romantic cover; lim. ed. of 2000 copies, different five vinyl colours 13,00 www.caldoverderecords.com
51 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - Trapped in Amber LP Plinky Plinky RKLP002 2009 new two side-long tracks; lim. ed. (350 copies) silkscreen-cover (orange on grey) designed by R. ZUYDERVELT (MACHINEFABRIEK) 14,00 www.korpemastics.nl
52 KADGRA - Tiefenrauch CD Viva Hate Records VHP001 2009 new project of one LONG DISTANCE CALLING-member; very good experimental drone-ambience, to discover! 14,50 www.vivahaterecords.com
53 KALLABRIS / LEGWOWOW - Inbetweeen the Sound Source / The Occult Animals of Long Island CD Entra'acte E76/6T116 2009 rare MC lim. 100 with a recording of the KALLABRIS performance in London July 2009, plus studio material by DANNY WOLFERS project LEGOWOWOW on the other side; sold out at the label, we have only few, act fast if interested !! 7,00 www.entracte.co.uk
54 KALLABRIS / PHILIPOS - Of Dawn and of Ice 12" Power and Steel PAS 25 2009 split 12" (4 track MLP) by these two promising melancholic dark ambient acts from Norway & Germany; edition 333 only 10,00 www.loki-found.de
55 KARJALAN SISSIT - Fucking Whore Society CD Cyclic Law Cyclic Law 25th Circle 2009 very good experimental drone-ambience, to discover! 14,50 www.cyclicalaw.com
56 KODIAK vs. NADJA - Split LP Denovali 2009 lim. 500 heavyweight gatefold-cover 16,00 www.denovali.com
57 KODIAK vs. NADJA - Split CD Denovali 2009 14,00 www.denovali.com
60 LAND/FIRE - Shortwave Transmission CD Power and Steel PAS 25 2009 the more industrialized alter ego of HERBST9 with a new album - dealing with radiological warfare 13,00 www.loki-found.de
61 LOCRIAN - Rain of Ashes CD-LP Kranky Records KRP 052 CD-LP 2009 final release of the long buried project; fantastic drone-ambience, to discover! 16,00 www.brainwashed.com/kranky
62 LOKI-FOUND - Fragmentations CD Denovali 2009
63 MANTRA, MICHAEL - A.L.B.E. CD Denovali 2009
64 MANTRA, MICHAEL / ROD MODELL - Radio Fore CD Silentes 200922 2009 re-issue of the successful album from 2003 13,00 www.silentes.net
65 MARCHS DE VENISE - Sonique Destruction CD Silentes Minimal Editions SME0030 2009 mastered material from early cassette-only material of this Italian power-noise project 13,00 www.silentes.net
66 MALA - Under the Fable of Meaning CD Silentologie MS54 2009 lim. / numb. 120 copies with full-colour inkjet print cover; long one-tracker (71:30) 12,00 www.mysterysea.net
(adVANCED); last copies back in stock !! 6,00 www.vivahaterecords.com

109 TROUM / ASIA NOVA / VOICE OF EYE - Actualization / Excrement of Old Dreams CD Diskorporeality Recordings CD # 2 2009 live collaboration recorded on stage at Fundus, Weingarten, in September 2007 (re-mastered by URE THRALL); plus an older Radio-session by TROUM & S.Q.E with URE THRALL recorded at KJFC Radio in Palo Alto, CA, March 2001. This CD might be hard to find outside the U.S. as there’s no real distribution for it 13,00

110 TUXEDOOMON - Divine CD Crammed Discs / CramBox CBOY1111CD 1990 very experimental work from 1981, a choreography to a ballet-piece from MAURICE BEJART (tribute to GRETA GARBO); now available for mid-price 10,00 www.crammed.be

111 TZESNE / VANUM - split CD-R Verato Project verazit 073 2009 numbered ed. 60 in jakebox w. inlays 9,50 www.verato-project.de

112 UHLIG, MIRKO - VIVMMI LP Platinsky Picokin PLINK26 2009 re-issue of the deleted excellent CDR (Ex Ovo, 2006); tiny edition of 130 copies; ex AALFANG MIT PFERDEKOPF (his first album after the name change) 15,00 www.kormplaastics.nl

113 UTON - Unexplained Objects LP Dekorder 037 2009 "...Hirvononen seems to have traveled the spaceways, bringing home folk music and field recordings from faraway planets and alien cultures..." lim. 500, 3rd vinyl-only album on Dekorder. 12,50 www.dekorder.com

114 VOISEY, VEN - Note CD C.I.P. CD 06 / Crank Satori 11 2003 debut CD album by VEN VOISEY with radical field recordings and minimal electronics; quite great & outerworldly & still to discover! 12,00

115 VOLLMER, CARSTEN & TIER WOLFF - Do-Montagen CD-R & 7" Cat-Killer 2008 lim. 100 9,50 www.carsten-vollmer.de

116 V.A. - Dark Ambient Radio Volume 2 CD Dark Ambient Radio 2009 second compilation of exclusive tracks by mainly unknown or newcomer-acts from the Dark Ambient-scene, collected by the excellent online-radio programme from Hamburg; THOLEN, INNER VISION LABORATORY, ARKHITEKTUR NOIR, THERRADAEMON, ASPECTEE, PHELIOS, CREPUSCULAR, NAGUAL ART, TROUM, PHOBOS, FALSE MIRROR. A must for any dark ambient fan!!! 12,00 www.darkambientradio.de

117 V.A. - DruckEmpfinden-Festival CD Chamber Music Records CMR001 2009 remaining copies of the festival-sampler that was released to the "Druckempfinden-Festival" in Darmstadt, Germany, 7. November 2009; BAD SECTOR (2 tracks), PROPERGOL (3 tracks) and GENEVIEVE PASQUIER (3 tracks), lim. 150 copies, nicely designed, all material previously unreleased, incl. festival-postcard. 13,00 www.chambermusic.de

118 V.A. - Le Mystere des Templiers CD Naive Classique 2009 middle age vocal pieces from the 11th to 13th Century performed by different Ensembles; composers are HILDEGARD VON BINGEN, GAUTHIER DE COINCY, LEONIN, ALFONSO EL SABLO and many unknowns; 13,00

119 V.A. - SILENTES 2004-2009 ANNIVERSERY SET 14 x CD-BOX & T-Shirt Silentes 20042009 2009 massive Anniversary box with all 13 new CD-releases (autumn/winter 2009), plus T-Shirt, badges, anniversary bag, and exclusive bonus CD by MARIBOR (Italian ambience-supergroup feat. AMON, NIMH, M.B., STEFANO GENTILE, PIERPAOLO ZOPPO); lim./n.umb. 150 copies, we have only few in stock so be fast if interested !!! 125,00 www.silentes.net

120 V.A. - SUBSTANIA INNOMINATA STARTER SET : 10 SUBS (your choice) as SET 10 x 10" Substancia Innominata SUBXXTEN 2009 SPECIAL OFFER! You can choose 10 SUB-releases of our 10" series (except SUB-01 which is sold out totally) for a special price! A good starting point if you decide late to collect the SUBs! ASIA NOVA, NOISE-MAKER'S FIFES, CISFINITUM, BIG CITY ORCHESTRA, RLW, O HOI, HUM, VOICE OF EYE, MNORTHOM, OLHON, KALLABRIS. Soon: NADJA, YEN POX, ADVANCED, AND MANY MORE PLANNED!! start to collect it NOW !!! 100,00 www.substancia-innominata.de

121 V.A. - TOTAL Volume One LP Parade Amoureuse PHOE 012 1991 Collector's item ! We got some NEW / UNPLAYED copies of this classic electro-industrial compilation, feat. THE ANTI GROUP, COIL, FRONT LINE ASSEMBLY, BOURBONESE QUALK, PORNO SECT, FINI TRIBE, and others. On the backcover a text by ROBERT ANTON WILSON! 16,00

122 WINDY & CARL - Introspection 3 x CD Blueflea 012 2002 collection of old singles, compilation tracks, rare & live material recordings from 1993-2000; back in! 22,00

123 WOODEN VEIL - same LP Dekorder 035LP 2009 lim. vinyl version 13,00 www.dekorder.com

124 WOODEN VEIL - same CD Dekorder 035 2009 neo-shamanistic / ritual / folk-art / performance group from Berlin (feat. HANAYO & MARCEL T. KOWSKY) with debut album 13,00 www.dekorder.com

125 WYRM - Live on KSER.org The Tunnel 90.7 MFR 12.12.2008 CD-R Impulsy Stetoskopu #022 2009 WYRM is the project of ALLAN ZANE & LIZ LANG; flickering & pulsating dronescapes, somewhere between ZOVIET FRANCE and BIG CITY ORCHESTRA, complex & breathing drone-structures, lim./n.umb. 111 copies in amazing handmade art-package (silver-foam stuff) 10,00 www.myspace.com/impulsystetoskopu

126 ZELIENOPLE - Give it up LP + CD TYPE Records TYPE054V 2009 second album for the Chicago-based trio for TYPE, experimental post-rockish ambience, haunting & dreamlike 18,00 www.type_records.com

V.A. - TOTAL Volume Two LP Parade Amoureuse PHOE 019 1993 Collector's item ! We got some NEW / UNPLAYED copies of this classic electro-industrial compilation, feat. THE ANTI GROUP, COIL, FRONT LINE ASSEMBLY, BOURBONESE QUALK, PORNO SECT, FINI TRIBE, and others. On the backcover a text by ROBERT ANTON WILSON! 16,00

WINDY & CARL - Introspection 3 x CD Blueflea 012 2002 collection of old singles, compilation tracks, rare & live material recordings from 1993-2000; back in! 22,00

WOODEN VEIL - same LP Dekorder 035LP 2009 lim. vinyl version 13,00 www.dekorder.com

WOODEN VEIL - same CD Dekorder 035 2009 neo-shamanistic / ritual / folk-art / performance group from Berlin (feat. HANAYO & MARCEL T. KOWSKY) with debut album 13,00 www.dekorder.com

WYRM - Live on KSER.org The Tunnel 90.7 MFR 12.12.2008 CD-R Impulsy Stetoskopu #022 2009 WYRM is the project of ALLAN ZANE & LIZ LANG; flickering & pulsating dronescapes, somewhere between ZOVIET FRANCE and BIG CITY ORCHESTRA, complex & breathing drone-structures, lim./n.umb. 111 copies in amazing handmade art-package (silver-foam stuff) 10,00 www.myspace.com/impulsystetoskopu

ZELIENOPLE - Give it up LP + CD TYPE Records TYPE054V 2009 second album for the Chicago-based trio for TYPE, experimental post-rockish ambience, haunting & dreamlike 18,00 www.type_records.com

THE END

(is just another beginning)

DRONE RECORDS. Non-Entertaining-Muzak
LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO - MODERN CLASSIC

Explorer 7" - vinyl-series of international artists with hand- or selfmade covers / 10" vinyl concept-series SUBSTANIA INNOMINATA ("Sing the Song of the Unknown")

Stefan Knappe Celler Strasse 33 28205 Bremen * Germany answer-phone: x49-421-7942996 www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838
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